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PION AND KAON VECTOR FORM FACTORS�J.E. Palomar, E. OsetDepartamento de Físia Teória e IFICCentro Mixto Universidad de Valenia-CSIC46100 Burjassot (Valenia), Spainand J.A. OllerForshungszentrum Jülih, Institut für Kernphysik (Theorie)D-52425 Jülih, Germany(Reeived July 3, 2000)The pion and kaon oupled-hannel vetor form fators are desribedby making use of the resonane hiral Lagrangian results together with asuitable unitarization method in order to take are of the �nal state inter-ations. A very good reprodution of experimental data is aomplishedfor the vetor form fators up to ps � 1:2 GeV and for the �� P -wavephase shifts up to ps � 1:5 GeV.PACS numbers: 13.75.Lb, 11.55.Fv, 11.80.Et, 12.39.Fe1. UnitarizationUsing an appropriate unitarization method we take into aount the �nalstate interation orretions to the tree level amplitudes alulated from thelowest order �PT [1℄ and from the inlusion of expliit resonane �elds in ahiral symmetry fashion as given in Ref. [2℄. A similar proedure has alreadybeen used in the salar setor to desribe the salar form fator assoiatedwith the strange-hange salar urrent us in Ref. [3℄. Starting from theunitarity of the S-matrix and the introdution of the eletromagneti mesonform fator FMM 0(s):h(q)jT jM(p)M 0(p0)i = e"�(p� p0)�FMM 0(s) (1)� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2495)



2496 J.E. Palomar, E. Oset, J.A. Ollerwith q2 = s, e the modulus of the eletron harge and "� the photon polar-ization vetor, we arrive at the expression:ImFMM 0(s) =X� F ��(s) p�(s)8�ps �(s� 4m2�) p�(s)T (s)�;MM 0pMM 0(s) ; (2)where �(x) is the usual Heaviside funtion. On the other hand pMM 0(s)and p�(s) are respetively the moduli of the three momenta of the mesonsin the �nal and intermediate meson states, and we sum over intermediatetwo-meson states.We will work in the isospin limit, with j��i and jK �Ki states (and the� resonane) in the I = 1 hannel and only the jK �Ki state (and the ! and� resonanes) in the I = 0 hannel. Using a matrix notation, the P -waveamplitudes T I(s) an be written as [4℄:T I = �1 +KI(s) g(s)��1KI(s) ; (3)where KIij(s) are the tree level amplitudes derived from the lowest order�PT plus orresponding to the transition i ! j. From Eqs. (2) and (3) itfollows, after some algebra, that F I(s) an be written as:F I(s) = h1 + eQ(s)�1KI(s) eQ(s) gI(s)i�1RI(s) ; (4)where eQij(s) = pi(s)Æij and KI(s) is the matrix olleting the tree levelamplitudes between de�nite �� and K �K isospin states. F I(s) is the olumnmatrix F I(s)i = F Ii (s), RI(s) is a vetor made up by funtions withoutany ut and gI(s) is the diagonal matrix given by the loop with two mesonpropagators: gIi (s) = 116�2 ��2 + dIi + �i(s) log �i(s) + 1�i(s)� 1� ; (5)where �i(s) =q1� 4m2i =s. We will label pions with 1 and kaons with 2 inthe I = 1 ase. In the I = 0 ase we only have kaons.In the large N limit loop physis is supressed and thenF I(s) = RNleading(s) = F It (s) ;where F It (s) is the tree level form fator1. This allows us to write:F I(s) = h1 + eQ(s)�1KI(s) eQ(s) gI(s)i�1 �F It (s) +RIsubleading(s)� (6)1 We evaluate the tree level form fators and sattering amplitudes using the lowestorder �PT Lagrangian [1℄ plus the hiral resonane Lagrangian [2℄.



Pion and Kaon Vetor Form Fators 2497with RIsubleading(s) being of O(N�1 ). If we require that the vetor formfator from Eq. (6) vanishes for s!1 as is suggested by the experiments,we �nd that the subleading part of RI(s), whih at �rst an be an arbitrarypolynomial (the poles oming from the resonanes are in the leading partF It (s)), must be a onstant. In order to �x the onstants RIsubleading(s) anddIi (s) of gIi (s) we math our results with those of one loop �PT. We takeRI=1subleading(s) = 0 in order to onstrain further our approah. This anbe done sine we an math our results with one loop �PT by hoosingappropriate values for dI=11 and dI=12 . The values of the other onstantsgiven by the mathing are:dI=11 = m2Km2K �m2� �log m2��2 + 12 log m2K�2 + 12� ;dI=12 = �2 m2�m2K �m2� �log m2��2 + 12 log m2K�2 + 12� ;dI=0 = 13 + log m2K�2 ;RI=0subleading = � m2K16p2 �2f2 �13 + log m2K�2 � : (7)The bare masses of the resonanes (whih appear in the tree level quantities)are �xed by the requirements that the moduli of the �� I = 1 and KKI=0 P -wave amplitudes have a maximum for ps = Mphysial� MeV and forps = Mphysial� MeV, respetively. For the mass of the ! we take diretly782 MeV sine there are no experimental data in the region of the ! and itsontributions to other physial regions do not depend on suh �ne detailssine the ! is very narrow. On the other hand, the oupling of the vetorresonanes [2℄ to mesons and photons are desribed by two real parametersGV and FV respetively. We use their experimental value, GV=53 MeV(from a study of the pion eletromagneti radii [1℄) and FV=154 MeV (fromthe observed deay rate � (�0 ! e+e�) [2℄).2. Results and onlusionsAs an be seen in Fig. 1, we an desribe in a very preise way the vetorpion form fator and the P -wave �� phase shifts up to about s = 1:44 GeV2(even for higher energies in the ase of phase shifts).For values of ps higher than 1.2 GeV new e�ets appear: 1) the preseneof more massive resonanes, �0, !0, �0... 2) the e�et due to multipartile
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Fig. 1. W is de�ned as ps for s > 0 and as �p�s for s < 0. (a) �+�� vetor formfator. (b) �� P -wave phase shifts. Both are ompared with several experimentaldata.

Fig. 2. W is de�ned as ps for s > 0 and as �p�s for s < 0. From left to rightand top to bottom: (a) Vetor pion form fator. The dashed-dotted line representsone loop �PT Ref. [1℄ and the dashed one the two loop �PT result Ref. [5℄. (b)K+K� form fator. The meaning of the lines is the same as before. () Vetorpion form fator in the � region. Data from tau deay. (d) K+K� form fator. Allthe results are ompared with data.



Pion and Kaon Vetor Form Fators 2499states, e.g. 4�, ! � ... whih are non negligible. In Fig. 2, we ompare ourresults with those of �PT. We an see that the resummation of our shemeleads to a muh better agreement with the two loop �PT pion vetor formfator than with the one loop one. The resonane regions are also wellreprodued. REFERENCES[1℄ J. Gasser, H. Leutwyler, Nul. Phys. B250, 465 (1985).[2℄ G. Eker, J. Gasser, H. Leutwyler, A. Pih, E. de Rafael, Phys. Lett. B223,425 (1989); G. Eker, J. Gasser, A. Pih, E. de Rafael, Nul. Phys. 21, 311(1989).[3℄ M. Jamin, J.A. Oller, A. Pih, in preparation.[4℄ J.A. Oller, E. Oset, Phys. Rev. D60, 074023 (1999).[5℄ J. Bijnens, G. Colangelo, P. Talavera, J. High Energy Phys. 014, 9805 (1998).


